
The Future of Illumination
Precise and innovative, GENISYS PoE lighting technology unlocks unparalleled efficiencies 
and numerous advantages to forward-looking organizations. Leveraging the simplicity of a 
single low voltage Ethernet cable, the GENISYS system seamlessly powers and controls 
your optimized integrated LED Lighting. 

How does Innovative do it?  
The answer is elegantly simple.
Ethernet cables, provided by DIRTT Networks, connect every system component, the 
“Intellidrive” governs interactions, and all of it is controlled by your preferences. The 
Genisys PoE Lighting System truly is, simply, brilliant.

Simply Smarter 
Innovative’s Intellidrive centric system instantly provides network capabilites to an entire 
ceiling space. Open IEEE infrastructure means the possibilities are endless.

Simply Safer
Installing lighting with DIRTT pre-manufactured ethernet cables couldn’t be safer. No 
electricians required - feel free to rearrange and change your space at any time without 
worry.

Simply Sustainable
Extreme energy efficiency, unprecidented fixture life, and less material for installation  
all provide the more sustainable lighting system.

Simply Sensible
90% more efficient than traditional lighting system with intuitive, integrated controls 
providing total control of system devices.
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Starting at the Switch
System power for the GENISYS PoE Lighting System comes from a PoE+ (30W per port) 
or a UPoE (60W per port) networking switch. An open IEEE infrastructure means that you 
can use the PoE Switch of your choice.

Adding Intelligence 
From the switch, DIRTT pre-manufactured ethernet cables are run to the the Intellidrive. 
The Intellidrive is a power management device, data relay, and networking tool that 
enables GENISYS efficiencies. A robust 32 bit architecture ensures that the Intellidrive will 
be ready for the devices of tomorrow.

Maximizing Versatility
Three ports line the front of the Intellidrive - White Light, RGB, and Controls.  
White Light is used for familiar light fixtures which emanate the shades of white we are  
all used to seeing in traditional settings. RGB manages color changing fixtures which  
are tunable to nearly any color you desire.

Simply Sustainable
The Controls port is used to connect peripheral devices such as switches and sensors. 
Touch sensitive, fully dimmable wall switches can be daisy-chained with sensors capable 
of Occupancy, Vacancy, Daylight Harvesting. The location for each device is set via software.

Contact Information
For further information on how to get started with DIRTT and Innovative’s Genisys Lighting 
Systems, please contact:

Wendell Strong 
515-777-7449 
wstrong@innovativelight.com
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